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ABSTRACT 
The generalized Picard’s little theorem about a holomorphic map is proved again by 
basic discussion of matrices. 
Let Pn be the n-dimensional complex projective space P(C”+l) defined in the 
usual way. Picard’s little theorem states that a nonconstant holomorphic func- 
tion f : Cm -+ PI misses at most two distinct points. When it is generalized to 
holomorphic maps, we have a well-known 
THEOREM 1 ([l, p. 89, Theorem 11). If a holomorphic map f : Cm + PN 
omits N + k hyperplanes of PN in general position, then the image off is con- 
tained in a projective subspace of dimension 5 [N/k], where k 2 1 is an integer 
and [N/k] is the greatest integer that is less thun or equal to N/k. 
A holomorphic map f : Cm -+ P, C PN can be represented by a vector 
f=(fo, fit..., fn, (I..., 0), where the homogeneous coordinates fi are holo- 
morphic functions Cm + C without any zero point and the N - n zero compo- 
nents correspond to the complement of P, in PN. The map f : Cm + Pn is 
nondegenerate if and only if fo, fl , . . . , fn are linearly independent over C. Any 
q hyperplanes in PN cm be represented by vectors Vj = (Vjc, Vj 1, . . . , VjN) for 
j = 1,2,..., q, where the ujr ‘s are the homogeneous coordinates of points 
in the dual space of the PN. These vectors can be arranged into a matrix 
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M = (~ji),~ (~+t). If 4 > N + 1, the q hyperplanes are said to be in general 
position if and only if any N + 1 of the vj’s can span the whole vector space 
CN+’ . A hyperplane vj is said to be omitted by a holomorphic map f if and only 
if (f, Vj) = Vjofo + Uj 1 fl+. . . + Vj,fn : Cm + C does not have any zero point. 
Theorem 1 is equivalent to the following 
THEOREM 2. If a holomorphic map f : Cm + P, C PN is nondegenerate, it 
omits at most N + [N/n] hyperplanes Of PN in general position, where n 2 1 is 
an integer: 
Proo$ Let f : Cm + Pn G PN be nondegenerate. Let k = [N/n]. Then 
N < n(k + 1) and so [N/(k + l)] < n. If f omits N + [N/n] + 1 or more 
hyperplanes of PN in general position, then Theorem 1 implies that the image of 
f has dimension i [N/([N/n] + l)] = [N/(k + l)] < n, which contradicts the 
nondegeneracy off, and so Theorem 2 is implied by Theorem 1. 
Suppose f omits N + k hyperplanes Of PN in general position. Let n = [N/k]. 
Then N c (n + 1)k and so [N/(n + l)] < k. If the image off has dimension 
2 [N/k] + 1, then Theorem 2 implies that f omits at most N + [N/([N/k] + l)] = 
N + [N/(n + l)] < N + k hyperplanes of PN in general position. That is a 
contradiction, and so Theorem 1 is implied by Theorem 2. ??
This paper will prove the generalized Picard’s little theorem again, in the form 
of Theorem 2, by basic discussion of matrices. In comparison with the other 
proofs, this proof is more elementary, and it gives a better geometric interpretation 
of the number N + [N/n], that is, (N + 1) + [(N - n)/n]. 
The following throerm is needed. It is often attributed to E. Borel, and its proof 
is attributed to R. Nevanlinna. It was completely proved again by M. Green [ 1, p. 
981. 
THEOREM 3. Letgo, gl, . . . . g, : Cm + C be holomorphicfunctions satisfy- 
ing identically 
exp(g0) +exp(gl) +-..+exp(g,) = 0. 
Then for some distinct i and j, thefunction gi - gj is identically constant. 
COROLLARY . Let fo, fl , . . . , fn : Cm + C be holomorphicfunctions none 
of which has any zero point. Zf fo + fl+. . . + fn = 1, then either fo, fl , . . . , fn 
are linearly dependent over C, or one of them is a constant. 
ProoJ Since fi has no zero point, there is a holomorphic function gi satis- 
fying 
fi = exPki) for i =O, l,..., n. 
The condition fo + fl + . . . + fn = 1 is equivalent to 
exp(g0) +exp(gd +.-. +exp(gJ +exp(g,+l) = 0, 
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where g,+l = rra. Theorem 3 implies that gi - gj = constant for some i < j. 
Ifj=n+l,thengiisaconstant,andsofiisaconstant. Ifj#n+l,then 
fi/fj = exp(gi - gj,) is a nonzero constant, and SO fi, fl, . . . , fn are linearly 
dependent. W 
LEMMA 1. Suppase fi, fl, . . . , fn : Cm + C are holomorphicfunctions and 
none of them has any zero point. Zf fo, fl , f2, . . . , fn are linearly independent 
overC, where fo 3 1, thenforn 2 2, g = fl ff2+...+- f,:Cm + Cis 
surjective, and so fo + fl + f2 . . . + fn : Cm -+ C is also surjective. 
Pro05 If the conclusion is not true, g is not surjective. Then there are only 
two cases: 
Case I: g never equals zero. Then (fl + f2 + . . . + fn)/g s 1, that is, 
f/2” + f2/g +. . ..+ fn/g z 1. By the corollary of Theorem 3, either {fi/g; j = 
.., n} are linearly dependent, or some fj/g = constant # 0. In either 
Ci.Se'(fj; j = 1, 2,..., n) are linearly dependent, which is a contradiction to the 
assumptions. 
Case 2: For some a # 0, g never equals a, that is, a - g never equals zero. 
Then 
fl + f2 + . * . +f,+a-g=a, 
$+~+...+$+!!+I. 
By the corollary, either (i) one of the terms on the left hand side is a constant, or 
(ii) these terms are linearly dependent. Case (i) implies that the constant terms 
and fo 3 1 are linearly dependent, which implies fo, fl, . . . , fn are linearly 
dependent, which is a contradiction to the assumptions. Case (ii) implies that 
fila, fila, . . . , f,,/a, and (a - g)/a are linearly dependent. Since a # 0, we 
may assume that there are coefficients bi , b2, . . . , b,,, and c such that bl fl + 
b2f2 + ... + b, fn + c(a - g) = 0, where c # 0 or some bj # 0. If c = 0, 
then some bj # 0, and fl , f2, . . . , and fn would be linearly dependent, which is 
impossible. Therefore c # 0. Replacing a - g by a - fl - f2 - . . . - fn, we will 
have 
(bl - c) fl + (bz - c)f2 + . . . + (bn - c) fn + ca = 0. 
Since fu = 1, we have (bl - c)fl + (b2 - c) f2 + . a . + (b, - c) fn + cafe 3 0. 
The fact that ca # 0 implies that fo, fl , . . . , fn are linearly dependent, which is 
a contradiction to the assumptions. 
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LEMMA 2. Suppose a nondegenerate holomorphic map f : Cm -_, P,, s PN 
omits q > N + 1 hyperplanes of PN in general position. Zf the vectors that 
represent the omitted hyperplanes are arranged into a matrix A4 = (Vji)qx(N+l), 
then: 
(1) A column of M has at most N zero entries. 
(2) A suitable coordinate system can be chosen so that f = (fo, fl, . . . , 
fn, 0, . . . . 0)and 
with A = A(,-n-l)x(n+l) 
Lo 
Ll = *. 
where Lj is a column vector whose components are all I’s, and the *‘s stand for 
arbitrary submatrices. 
(3)Letrj =numberofrowsinLj (j =O, l,..., n). Thenq 5 N+l+ 
min{rj; j = 0, 1,. . . , n}. 
Proof (1): If any column of M has N + 1 or more zero entries, then the 
N + 1 row vectors of M that contains these zero entries cannot span the space 
CN+‘, since that would contradict the assumption that the hyperplanes represented 
by the row vectors are in general position. 
(2): Since the row vectors of M are in general position, M must have rank 
N + 1. We can arrange the row vectors in M so that the upper left (n + 1) x (n + 1) 
submatrix Q,+l is nonsingular. 
Let Q;J, be the inverse matrix of Qn+l and 
be a linear transformation on the vectors vj. After the transformation T, a vector 
vj will become V’ and M will become 
$ = InA+1 : . 
[ 1 
Make the dual trans~rmatio_n of_T on thz vectors f = (fo, fl, . . . , zt;l, 0, 
. . . ) 0), and obtain f = (fo, fl, . . . , fn, 0, . . . , 0). $rce (f, vj) = (f, G”), 
a holomorphic map f omits a hyperplane vj if and only if f misses ‘;i. For the sim- 
plicity, we will drop the? and still use the symbols M, vj = (Vjo, ujl, . . . , VjN), 
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andf = (fo, fi,. . . , fn, 0,. . . , 0). We need to prove that the submatrix A has 
the claimed form. 
Look at any row of the submatrix A. It is part of the jth row of the matrix M 
with j > n + 2. Since the hyperplane vj is omitted by f, (f, Vi) = vjo fo + vj 1 fl + 
. . . + vjn fn has no zero point. Therefore some component of vj is not zero. Say 
ujo # 0 for a fixed j. We may assume correspondingly fo = 1, since fo, fl , . . . , 
and fn are homogeneous coordinates and fo does not have any zero point. Then 
fo, fit..., fn are linearly independent, since f is assumed to be nondegenerate. 
For the fixed j, if two or more uji # 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, then Lemma 1 
would imply that (f, vi) = vjo + Vj 1 f 1+ . . * + Vjn fn : Cm + C is surjective, that 
is, (f, vj) assumes the value zero, so that the hyperplane vj is not omitted by f, 
which is a contradiction to the assumptions. 
For the fixed j, if only one uji # 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, say ujt # 0, then 
(f, vi) = ujo -I- vjl fl. The facts that fo, fl, . . . , fn are linearly independent 
and fo = 1 imply that fl is nonconstant. We also know that fl is a holomorphic 
function that never equals zero. Therefore Picard’s little theorem implies that 
fl cannot miss another finite value -vjO/vjl # 0. Therefore fl assumes the 
value -uju/ujt and (f, vj) = Ujo + vjl fl has a zero point, which means that the 
hyperplane vj is not omitted by f, and a contradiction to the assumptions must 
occur. 
Therefore, for a fixed j > n + 2 the assumption Vja # 0 implies uji = 
Oforalli = 1,2,..., n. Similarly, for any j = n + 2, . . . , q, only one of 
the components ujo, Vj 1, . . . , and Vjn is not equal to zero. Because they are 
homogeneous coordinates, the nonzero component can be changed to 1, and so 
the submatrix A has the claimed form. 
(3): The left n + 1 columns are similar. The number of zeros in the first 
column is q - 1 - ra. According to item (l), we have q - 1 - ro i N, that is, 
q 5 N + 1 + rg. Similarly, q 5 N + 1 + rj for all j = 0, 1, . . . , II. Therefore 
q 5 N + 1 + min[rj; j = 0, 1,. . . , n}. W 
Proof of Theorem 2. Item (3) in Lemma 2 implies that to obtain the upper 
bound of q we can make min(rj; j = 0, 1, . . . , n} as large as possible, provided 
that the number of zero entries in any one of the left n + 1 columns of M is less 
than or equal to N. The condition is the same as to say that the total row number 
of any n different Lj’s is less than or equal to N - n. Therefore we should take 
the rj to be the average (N - n)/n so as to make the min{rj } the largest. To obtain 
an integer, we take min{rj} = [(N - n)/n] = [N/n] - 1, where [N/n] is the 
greatest integer that is less than or equal to N/n. Therefore item (3) of Lemma 2 
implies that q 5 N + [N/n]. ??
The author is thankful to the referee for suggestions that have improved both 
the mathematical content and the exposition of this papel: 
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